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About AJE
Founded in 2004, American Journal Experts is the world’s leading provider of author services for
researchers and academics, and we work closely with hundreds of institutions around the globe to
make the publication process easier. Over the years, we have improved more than 440,000 research
manuscripts, abstracts, grants, and dissertations in all fields.
How can AJE help you?
•

Exclusive discounts on all AJE services

•

Multiple payment options

•

Insightful reporting that helps you have a better picture of the research coming from your
institution

•

Dedicated account manager offering personalized administrative support

•

Free content and resources to help you get the most out of publishing and communicating
your research

What makes AJE great?
•

Trusted name among researchers, institutions and publishers

•

13 years of expertise helping to make the publication process faster, fairer, and more useful for
the entire research community

•

Native English speaking, US Educated PhD Editors, Translators, Formatting Specialists and
Illustrators

•

Unparalleled PhD support for both authors and decision makers

•

Quality guarantee means we stand by you throughout the publication process

•

Expertise in over 450 areas of study to meet both the broad needs of an entire institution or
more specific focus areas within a lab or department

What discounts does AJE offer Institutions?
•

5% base, lifetime discount on all services

•

10% upgraded, lifetime discount on all AJE services when an institution partners exclusively
with AJE

•

Customized packages with higher discounts are available, we can work with you to develop a
solution that works best for you

Multiple Payment Options
•

Pay in advance with AJE PrePay funds and credits

•

Pay at time of submission with a special discount for your researchers

•

Pay later for multiple submissions with invoice or PO

•

Your AJE Account Manager can work with you to find what works best for your needs
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Our Services
EDITING
• Ensure natural phrasing of your research paper, grant, thesis or abstract
• Improve word choice and field-specific terminology
• Correct grammar, punctuation, and spelling
TRANSLATION
• Translate your research paper, grant, thesis or abstract into publication-quality English
• Available for Chinese, Portuguese, Spanish, or Japanese
• Use proper English conventions and terminology from your field
FORMATTING
• Ensure your manuscript’s layout and references match your targeted journal’s guidelines
• Provide comments describing any missing elements
FIGURES
• Generate publication-ready tables, charts, and graphs to the specifications of your target journal
• Create custom models, diagrams, and illustrations
• Transform your hand-drawn sketches into publication-ready illustrations
• Develop animated figures to create a dynamic presentation of your key points
POSTERS
• Content editing
• High-resolution figure preparation
• Visually appealing design and layout
VIDEO ABSTRACTS
• 1-3 minute animated summary of a published paper with voice over
• YouTube and Vimeo posting and tagging
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